Abstract: Polycomb Group (PcG) proteins are best-known for maintaining repressive or active chromatin states that are passed on across multiple cell divisions, and thus sustain long-term memory of gene expression. PcG proteins engage different, partly gene-and/or stage-specific, mechanisms to mediate spatiotemporal gene expression during central nervous system development. In the course of this, PcG proteins bind to various cis-regulatory sequences (e.g., promoters, enhancers or silencers) and coordinate, as well the interactions between distantly separated genomic regions to control chromatin function at different scales ranging from compaction of the linear chromatin to the formation of topological hubs. Recent findings show that PcG proteins are involved in switch-like changes in gene expression states of selected neural genes during the transition from multipotent to differentiating cells, and then to mature neurons. Beyond neurodevelopment, PcG proteins sustain mature neuronal function and viability, and prevent progressive neurodegeneration in mice. In support of this view, neuropathological findings from human neurodegenerative diseases point to altered PcG functions. Overall, improved insight into the multiplicity of PcG functions may advance our understanding of human neurodegenerative diseases and ultimately pave the way to new therapies.
Introduction
Polycomb Group (PcG) genes were originally discovered in Drosophila melanogaster (hereafter Drosophila) as a group of developmental regulators of the Hox gene cluster [1, 2] . Hox genes, a subset of homeotic genes, comprise a group of related genes that control the embryonic body plan along the anterior-posterior axis. Since their original discovery, a large number of studies have established that PcG proteins maintain repressive chromatin structures at Hox and other (developmental) target genes that can be passed on across multiple cell divisions, thus adding to the long-term stability of gene expression states and the robustness of gene regulatory networks [3] . PcG protein mediated gene silencing is counteracted by the group of Thrithorax (TrxG) proteins that confer gene activation [4] , and both repressive and activational states are equally important to normal development and beyond [4] [5] [6] . PcG and TrxG proteins are highly conserved in multicellular organisms [4, 7] and share a central role in the (neuro-) development, differentiation, and maintenance of cell identity [8, 9] .
Developmental regulators are widely viewed to be expressed in a tightly controlled temporospatial pattern as a result of evolutionary constrained mechanisms that maintain robust changes in gene expression states governing patterning, proliferation, and differentiation [10] . In addition to this rigid role, recent findings show that PcG proteins are also involved in the dynamic and recurrent "On-Off" switches in gene regulatory activity [11] that contribute to distinct cell lineage decisions and the nascence of highly diverse cell types [10, [12] [13] [14] . These regulatory transitions are guided by molecular epigenetic mechanisms that elsewise sustain a memory of cellular identity throughout development [3, 15, 16] .
In the following, we take a snapshot of key features of PcG proteins comprising the assembly of core complexes, recruitment to target sites, chromatin marking, and the formation of topological hubs. Following this, we reconsider basic principles from mammalian neurodevelopment and current opportunities to model complex in vivo systems by means of pluripotent stem cells. This provides the opportunity to introduce the recent findings on dynamic switch-like roles of PcG proteins in cell lineages and cell fate transitions from early neural induction to neuronal maturation. Lastly, an unexpected role for PcG proteins in auto-and coregulatory transcriptional networks disrupting postmitotic neuronal identity is discussed.
A Snapshot of Polycomb Group Proteins

Composition of Polycomb Group Complexes
Two key PcG complexes have been identified by biochemical purification experiments: Polycomb repressive complex (PRC) 1 and PRC2 [7] ( Figure 1A -C). PRC1 is distinguished into canonical (cPRC1) and non-canonical complexes (ncPCR1). All of the PRC1 complexes share common core subunits that comprise RING1 proteins (RING1A or RING1B), which catalyze ubiquitylation of histone H2A on lysine 119 (H2AK119ub) through their E3 ubiquitin ligase activity, and one of the six PcG ring-finger domain proteins (PCGF1-PCGF6). cPRC1 complexes ( Figure 1B ) organize around PCGF2/4 and contain as specific subunits: (i) a chromobox protein (CBX2, CBX4, and CBX6-CBX8), which recognizes trimethylation of histone 3 on lysine 27 (H3K27me3), and (ii) a Polyhomeotic (PH) homologous protein (PHC1-PHC3). PHCs contain a sterile alpha motif (SAM) domain that fulfills an important role in PcG-mediated gene repression. By contrast, ncPRC1 ( Figure 1C ) contains as specific subunit: (i) the zinc-finger domain and YY-1 binding protein (RYBP) or its paralog YY1-associated factor 2 (YAF2). These specific subunits associate with PCGF1, PCGF3/5, or PCGF6 to form ncPRC1.1, ncPRC1.3/PRC1.5, or ncPRC1.6, respectively (for a recent review see [17] ). ncPCR1.1 also associates with the accessory regulatory subunit KDM2B, a H3K36-specific histone demethylase with a possible role in DNA binding (see Section 2.2).
The functional core of mammalian PRC2 consists of one of the SET-domain-containing histone methyltransferases enhancer of zeste homologue 1 or 2 (EZH1 or 2), embryonic ectoderm development (EED), suppressor of zeste (SUZ12), and the CAF1 histone-binding proteins RBBP4 and RBBP7 ( Figure 1A ). In mammals, EZH1 or 2 have markedly different expression patterns (see Section 4.6) and activities: (i) EZH2 catalyzes preferentially di-and tri-methylation of histone H3 on lysine 27 (H3K27me2 and 3) in embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and proliferating cells. By contrast, EZH1 replaces EZH2 in distinct differentiating, and post-mitotic cells and may be less active [18] , or even promote, transcriptional activation [19, 20] .
PRC2 associates additionally with accessory regulatory subunits ( Figure 1A ) that modulate its enzymatic activities and the recruitment to chromatin sites. This diversity may reflect an increased need for specification of cell identity during development and differentiation in metazoans. Two alternate complexes consisting of the PRC2 core complex and accessory proteins [21] have been described: (i) PRC2.1 is characterized by the mutually exclusive binding of one of the three Polycomb-like homologs (PCLs) PHF1, PHF19, or MTF2. Within this complex, PHF1 enhances EZH2's catalytic activity toward the H3K27me2 substrate. (ii) PRC2.2 is characterized by the association with the zinc-finger proteins AEBP2 (Adipocyte Enhancer-Binding Protein 2) and JARID2 (Jumonji, AT-Rich Interactive Domain 2 protein), which stimulate EZH2's catalytic activity and regulate chromatin binding ( Figure 1A ).
Taken together, mammalian PcG proteins assemble in various multifaceted complexes that are endowed with distinct functional properties. Further studies are necessary to translate this diversity into defined biological functions and to elucidate the functional importance of individual subunits involved. 
Recruitment of Polycomb Group Complexes
The binding of PcG complexes is best understood in Drosophila that harbors in its genome socalled PcG response elements (PREs). These cis-regulatory sequences (i) recruit PcG and TrxG proteins, (ii) maintain a silent or active state dependent on the inputs from their associated promoter and enhancer, (iii) may secure a stable epigenetic memory of transcriptional states, and (iv) show an inherent flexibility enabling the switches or modulation of their output in response to developmental or environmental cues. By contrast, the foundations of mammalian PcG binding sites are less well understood, and different mechanisms have been suggested (for recent review [17, 22] ). The hypothesis that CpG islands (CGIs, regions above a certain threshold of C+G and CpG dinucleotides) are the long-sought vertebrate PREs has been supported by the finding that PRC1, PRC2, and H3K27me3 localize at approximately 30% of promoter CGIs featuring the active mark H3K4me3 in ESCs [23, 24] . However, genome-wide profiling showed that one-quarter to one-third of the PRC1 and PRC2 binding sites do not localize to annotated promoters and map to intergenic sites devoid of canonical CGIs [25, 26] . Conversely, insertion of GC-rich sequences at ectopic sites or the reduction of endogenous DNA methylation has been shown to trigger H3K4me3/H3K27me3 marking and widespread redistribution of both PRC1 and PRC2 to GC-rich sites.
A plausible mechanism for a direct DNA based mechanism for PcG complex binding is provided by the accessory subunit KDM2B, a component of ncPRC1.1 ( Figure 1C) , that binds specifically to Core subunits are shown in blue for PRC2 and in green for PRC1. Alternate subunits derived from multiple genes are shown in grey and accessory proteins in apricot. Histone modifications are: orange hexagon; histone H3 trimethylation of lysine 27 (H3K27me3) and violet oval; histone H2A monoubiquitination of lysine 119 (H2AK119ub1). (A) PRC2 consists of four core subunits: EZH1 or 2 (enhancer of zeste homologue 1 or 2), EED (embryonic ectoderm), SUZ12 (suppressor of zeste), and RBBP4/7 (or RbAp46/48) and three accessory proteins, PCL (Polycomb-like homolog), JARID2 (Jumonji, AT-Rich Interactive Domain 2 protein), and AEBP2 (Adipocyte Enhancer-Binding Protein 2). PRC2 di-and tri-methylates histone 3 on lysine 27 (H3K27me2 or 3, respectively) through the SET domain of EZH1 or 2. In addition, PRC2 can bind H3K27me3 via EED; (B) Canonical PRC1 consists of four subunits: RING1A or B, CBX (chromobox), PCGF (PcG ring-finger domain protein), and PHC (Polyhomeotic homologous protein). PRC1 catalyzes H2AK1119ub through RING1A or B. Canonical PRC1 recognizes H3K27me3 via the chromodomain of CBX2 or 7; (C) One class of vertebrate non-canonical PRC1s consists of three core subunits: RING1A or B, PCGF, and RYBP (zinc-finger domain and YY-1 binding protein) or YAF2 (YY1-associated factor 2) and different accessory proteins. The complexes are characterized by different PCGF subunits. For example, PRC1.1 contains PCGF1 in conjunction with the accessory protein KDM2B (H3K36-specific histone demethylase).
The binding of PcG complexes is best understood in Drosophila that harbors in its genome so-called PcG response elements (PREs). These cis-regulatory sequences (i) recruit PcG and TrxG proteins; (ii) maintain a silent or active state dependent on the inputs from their associated promoter and enhancer; (iii) may secure a stable epigenetic memory of transcriptional states; and (iv) show an inherent flexibility enabling the switches or modulation of their output in response to developmental or environmental cues. By contrast, the foundations of mammalian PcG binding sites are less well understood, and different mechanisms have been suggested (for recent review [17, 22] ). The hypothesis that CpG islands (CGIs, regions above a certain threshold of C+G and CpG dinucleotides) are the long-sought vertebrate PREs has been supported by the finding that PRC1, PRC2, and H3K27me3 localize at approximately 30% of promoter CGIs featuring the active mark H3K4me3 in ESCs [23, 24] . However, genome-wide profiling showed that one-quarter to one-third of the PRC1 and PRC2 binding sites do not localize to annotated promoters and map to intergenic sites devoid of canonical CGIs [25, 26] . Conversely, insertion of GC-rich sequences at ectopic sites or the reduction of endogenous DNA methylation has been shown to trigger H3K4me3/H3K27me3 marking and wide-spread redistribution of both PRC1 and PRC2 to GC-rich sites.
A plausible mechanism for a direct DNA based mechanism for PcG complex binding is provided by the accessory subunit KDM2B, a component of ncPRC1.1 ( Figure 1C) , that binds specifically to non-methylated CpG dinucleotides via its CxxC domain. Yet, KDM2B associates genome-wide with CGIs, whereas PRC1 components are detected at only 15 to 30% of these sites [27] [28] [29] . Furthermore, ChIP (chromatin immunoprecipitation) overlaps were assessed by RING1B protein, which is a component of multiple PRC1s, raising the question to which degrees RING1B bound sites are actually shared by KDM2B. Several models have been advanced to explain the puzzling finding that mammalian PcG proteins do not bind to all CGIs, nor to all KDM2B bound sites. Briefly, a "chromatin sampling" model suggests that PcG proteins interact only transiently with all of the potential sites since transcriptional activity precludes PcG from potential sites with high binding capacity [30] . Consistent with this scenario, global inhibition of transcription triggers a significant colonization of these silenced sites by PRC2 [31] Still, 30 to 40% of CGIs do not recruit PRC2 under this condition and 10 to 20% of the active genes show PcG binding in ESCs. Alternative models suggest that sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins "instruct" the recruitment of PcG and/or TrxG proteins to specific sites that are reminiscent of Drosophila [30] . If yes, then these factors still do not associate with PcG globally (for review see [22] ) except JARID2 ( Figure 1A ) that is globally required for PRC2 binding [32] [33] [34] [35] . JARID2 directly binds DNA in vitro though with low sequence specificity. This promiscuity questions a self-standing role in chromatin targeting of PRC2. Instead, recent findings suggest that PRC2 containing JARID2 and AEBP2 ( Figure 1A ) can bind to ubiquitinated histone H2A and that this event enhances additionally PRC2's catalytic activity [36] . Moreover, PRC2 recognizes H3K27me3 by its core component EED ( Figure 1A ) that can recruit PRC2 to sites of pre-existing H3K27me3. At the same time, H3K27me3 binding stimulates PRC2's catalytic activity and may self-reinforce the propagation of repressive chromatin [37, 38] .
Lastly, many PcG target genes from Drosophila and vertebrates are transcribed in non-coding RNAs (ncRNA), and several PcG and TrxG proteins can bind to RNA in vitro. These findings have prompted the hypothesis that interactions of PcG and TrxG proteins with specific ncRNAs can guide PcG complexes to specific sites in vivo [39, 40] . Consistent with this concept, several ncRNAs support PcG and TrxG function in vivo with high specificity (for review [41] ). Still, this model raises the question of how a generic PcG complex can recognize specifically hundreds of targeting RNAs among thousands of highly expressed unrelated RNA species.
Altogether, chromatin recruitment of mammalian PcG complexes builds on multiple, mutually non-exclusive, mechanisms that are likely to depend to a varying degree on sequence content, cell-type, and the developmental stage. Metaphorically speaking, "many roads lead to Rome".
Polycomb Group Complexes Regulate Chromatin at Different Scales
PcG mediated H3K27me3 prevents the acetylation of histone H3 on lysine 27 (H3K27ac), an activating mark, and the subsequent recruitment of Pol II (DNA polymerase II) [42] . In addition, PcG proteins bind directly to the acetyltransferase CREB-binding protein (CBP), and inhibit its catalytic activity towards H3K27 [43] . Together, these events maintain local chromatin compaction precluding the transcription of target genes (Figure 2A) .
Beyond the linear chromatin, PcG proteins mediate interactions between distant DNA regulatory elements (e.g., promoters and enhancers) via chromatin looping ( Figure 2B ). Originally detected in Drosophila [44] , increasing evidence supports PcG dependent chromatin looping in mammals (for a role in neurodevelopment see Section 4.1). Moreover, PcG-bound DNA regions assemble in discrete subnuclear structures termed PcG bodies [45] (Figure 2C ). The relevance of these regulatory structures to neurodevelopment will be discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.3.
A potential layer in PcG regulated gene expression is the modulation of global nuclear architecture. Linear chromatin can fold into distinct three-dimensional (3D) structures, called topological associated domains (TAD), via strong genomic interactions within a domain. By contrast, the segments that are localized between the respective TAD borders show little interactions ( Figure 2C ). TADs are highly conserved across different species and cell types [46, 47] , and segregate dependent on their association with the nuclear lamina, replication timing, histone signatures, and the transcriptional activity of the genes residing within a TAD [48, 49] . In Drosophila, the PRC1 component PHC polymerizes via its SAM domain and assembles PcG complexes into Polycomb bodies [50] , with an essential role in gene repression [51] . The loss of PHC function abolishes the more compact and higher inter-TAD interactions of polycomb associated TADs when compared to other domains, and it indicates that PHC could influence global chromatin packaging [52] .
This finding raises the question of whether mammalian SAM domains fulfill a similar role, and whether different PcG complexes ( Figure 1A -C) could differ in their effects on 3D genome organization (see also Section 4.1.). In this respect, the loss of PRC2 function disrupts long range interactions [53, 54] , but does not affect mammalian TAD formation.
Conclusively, mammalian PcG proteins bind to different regulatory sites in the genome to mediate chromatin compaction, chromatin looping, and the formation of PcG bodies. Together, these processes are key to maintaining gene expression states that are already established by master regulators during development and beyond.
Embryonic and Adult Neurogenesis
The central nervous system of mammals consists of highly specialized neuronal and glial cells that closely interact with each other. All of these cells are derived from common neural precursor cells (NPCs), which are also known as neural stem cells (NSCs) that reside in delimited anatomical regions during distinct developmental time windows and beyond [55] . Neurogenesis begins at embryonic day 8 (E8) in mice, and reaches a plateau around E14. NPCs originate from neuroepithelial cells, which line the spinal canal and forebrain ventricles at embryonic stages of development. At E8-E10, neuroepithelial cells develop into astroglial-like cells, termed radial glial cells (RGCs) that show both neuroepithelial and glial properties [56] . Epithelial features are thought to sustain the apicalbasal polarity of RGCs that contributes to the migration of nascent neurons. RGCs represent faterestricted progenitors, which generate neuronal and glial cell types in a tightly controlled sequential manner. Early RGCs directly produce nascent neurons or intermediate neuronal progenitor cells that In Drosophila, the PRC1 component PHC polymerizes via its SAM domain and assembles PcG complexes into Polycomb bodies [50] , with an essential role in gene repression [51] . The loss of PHC function abolishes the more compact and higher inter-TAD interactions of polycomb associated TADs when compared to other domains, and it indicates that PHC could influence global chromatin packaging [52] .
This finding raises the question of whether mammalian SAM domains fulfill a similar role, and whether different PcG complexes ( Figure 1A -C) could differ in their effects on 3D genome organization (see also Section 4.1). In this respect, the loss of PRC2 function disrupts long range interactions [53, 54] , but does not affect mammalian TAD formation.
The central nervous system of mammals consists of highly specialized neuronal and glial cells that closely interact with each other. All of these cells are derived from common neural precursor cells (NPCs), which are also known as neural stem cells (NSCs) that reside in delimited anatomical regions during distinct developmental time windows and beyond [55] . Neurogenesis begins at embryonic day 8 (E8) in mice, and reaches a plateau around E14. NPCs originate from neuroepithelial cells, which line the spinal canal and forebrain ventricles at embryonic stages of development. At E8-E10, neuroepithelial cells develop into astroglial-like cells, termed radial glial cells (RGCs) that show both neuroepithelial and glial properties [56] . Epithelial features are thought to sustain the apical-basal polarity of RGCs that contributes to the migration of nascent neurons. RGCs represent fate-restricted progenitors, which generate neuronal and glial cell types in a tightly controlled sequential manner. Early RGCs directly produce nascent neurons or intermediate neuronal progenitor cells that differentiate in turn into neurons through symmetrical mitosis. At the same time, RGCs sustain self-renewal by undergoing asymmetrical cell divisions [57] . Following this early "neurogenic" phase, the late RGCs participate also in gliogenesis through the production of intermediate progenitor cell types that further develop into astrocytes or oligodendrocytes. During this stage, self-renewing RGCs are anchored on both the pial and ventricular surfaces and contact blood vessels for signaling transduction and nutrient supply. Concomitantly, such spatially aligned RGCs serve as a scaffold for the continuous migration of newly born neurons and glial cells towards the cortex, thickening of the neocortex, and the formation of an interneuron network. With the end of embryonic neurogenesis around postnatal day one, RGCs finally detach from the ventricular site, migrate towards the cortical plate, and transform into astrocytes. Only a small number of residual RGCs subsists quiescently as so-called B cells in the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the lateral ventricles, and contributes to adult neurogenesis [56, 57] . B cells firstly produce transient amplifying cells (also known as C cells) that correspond to intermediate neuronal progenitor cells and subsequently differentiate into neuroblasts (A cells). These immature neurons travel via the rostral migratory stream through the olfactory bulb and finally differentiate into different subtypes of local interneurons [55] .
Also, the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) participates in adult neurogenesis [55, 58] and shares with the SVZ many features of embryonic neurogenesis. Similar to the SVZ, radial astrocytes in the SGZ (termed type I progenitors) act as primary NSCs that produce intermediate neuronal progenitor cells (termed type II progenitors) that migrate into the inner granular cell layer of the DG to integrate in the existing circuitry.
In brief, embryonic NSCs correspond to RGCs that share many features with adult NSCs comprising subventricular B cells and subgranular type I progenitors [55] . This commonality suggests that many developmental factors and pathways from embryonic neurogenesis may also operate in SVZ-and SGZ-derived neurogenesis.
Polycomb Group Complexes Guide Dynamic Transitions in Neurodevelopment
Polycomb Group Complexes in Embryonic Stem Cells Restrain Neural Differentiation
The chromatin of ESCs is highly plastic and contributes to their developmental pluripotency: it is decondensed, histone proteins are only loosely bound, and exchanged dynamically [59] . With the onset of differentiation these features are reversed and heterochromatic foci form and spread across the genome. Although the ESC state depends on a core network of sequence-specific TFs, namely Nanog (homeobox TF Nanog), Sox2 (SRY-related HMG-Box Gene2), and Oct4 (POU Domain, class 5, TF1; POU5F1) [60] , increasing evidence suggests that the chromatin landscape constitutes an additional layer of gene regulation. Genome-wide mapping of chromatin modifications has uncovered, among common regulatory marks, also distinct chromatin signatures that appear to be more specific to ESCs. These include the activating mark H3K4me3 and the repressive PcG associated mark H3K27me3. In a pioneering study, Bernstein et al. [23] conducted ChIP experiments with antibodies against specific histones marks and hybridized the enriched DNA fragments to tilling arrays. The mark H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 mapped to highly conserved noncoding regions preferentially localized at developmental genes, such as the Hox gene cluster. Interestingly, ≈75% of the H3K27me3 sites localized to transcriptional start sites (TSS) that also carried the mark H3K4me3. Additional sequential ChIP sequencing experiments confirmed that both marks co-occurred mostly at genes encoding developmental TFs. Genes featuring these so-called bivalent domains were expressed at low levels in ESCs irrespective of the activating mark. By contrast, some of them rapidly lost their repressive mark and were robustly induced upon neural differentiation, while others lost the activating, but not the repressive mark, and became silenced. In agreement with these findings, EED deficient undifferentiated ESCs showed an upregulation of some bivalently marked genes, leading to premature expression of lineage specific genes. Together, these studies suggest to PRC2 a role in maintaining the undifferentiated state of ESCs [61] .
Soon after the initial report [23] , bivalent domains were genome-wide mapped through next-generation sequencing of ChIP enriched DNA (ChIP-seq) from mouse ESCs [62] . Almost all of the promoters covered by a CGI carried the activating mark H3K4me3, while only ≈25% featured also the repressive mark H3K27me3. The corresponding genes were weakly expressed and encoded mostly developmental TF, morphogens, and surface molecules. Bivalent domains were additionally identified in different kind of pluripotent cells [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] , which is consistent with the idea that bivalent domains keep major developmental genes in a silent, though poised state.
Bivalent domains from mouse are well-conserved in human ESCs [68, 69] and rapidly resolve upon (neural) differentiation. Conversely, reprogramming of terminal differentiated cells into induced pluripotent stem cells [70] reinstates a chromatin landscape and bivalent domains closely resembling those from ESCs [71] [72] [73] , and suggests that chromatin bivalency evolves during the genesis of ESCs.
Beyond linear chromatin marking, PcG proteins assemble promoters and enhancers in 3D networks [74] . Enhancers are regulatory regions that can locate on the linear genome quite far from their target genes and still contact them via chromatin looping that joins target genes and enhancers in 3D space [75] through the action of structural protein complexes comprising CTCF (CCCTC-binding factor), cohesin, and Mediator [76] . Similar to promoters, many enhancers operate in a cell-type specific and spatiotemporal manner during development. Active enhancers confer strong gene expression, are enriched in the chromatin marks H3K4me1 and H3K27ac, and recruit the histone acetyltransferase EP300 (E1A-binding protein). By contrast, primed enhancers are devoid of H3K27ac although they retain EP300 and H3K4me1, and support basal levels of gene expression. Finally, poised enhancers likewise feature H3K4me1 and EP300, but also carry the repressive PcG mediated mark H3K27me3 that prevents the accumulation of H3K27ac and spurious activation by EP300 [77] . Poised enhancers associate with developmental loci in pluripotent mouse and human ESCs, in which they bookmark a limited set of regulatory sequences to prime timely and lineage-specific activation once the appropriate differentiation cue is received [78] .
A role for PcG proteins in 3D organization of mammalian chromatin was inferred by Schoenfelder et al. [74] from high-throughput chromosome conformation capture assays (i.e., promoter capture Hi-C) on undifferentiated mouse ESCs. Genes that were bound by the PRC1 component RING1B formed distinct contact networks; among these, the strongest consisted of the 4 Hox gene clusters and 66 other key developmental regulators. PRC1 mediated contacts localized to the promoters and distal enhancers of the respective target genes ( Figure 3A) , and clearly separated from a network of genes that were recognized by pluripotency factors. Knock out experiments showed that loss of RING1A alone reduced network connectivity, whereas additional loss of RING1B disrupted the highly centralized promoter interactome of the Hox gene network and induced gene expression ( Figure 3B ).
Within this network, RING1B contacted a group of poised enhancers that were marked by H3K4me1 and H3K27me3. Although the loss of RING1B disrupted promoter-promoter contacts in the Hox gene network, promoter-enhancer contacts persisted since they were not mediated by RING1B ( Figure 3B ). Concomitantly, poised network enhancers acquired active chromatin signatures (replacement of H3K27me3 by H3K27ac) and stimulated expression of the associated genes. Notably, Hox network genes contacting poised enhancers in double-knock out cells showed the most significant transcriptional activation. By contrast, the small number of RING1B regulated promoters that establishing de novo contact to active enhances showed only weak transcriptional activation. These results indicate that PRC1 dependent assembly of promoters and poised enhancers in 3D space mediates silencing and that preformed, PRC1 independent, contacts between promoters and poised enhancers confer robust transcription once the PRC1 complex disengages during neural differentiation ( Figure 3C ).
Moving forward, Kundu et al. [79] showed by 5C and super-resolution microscopy that the chromatin of PRC1 bound developmentally controlled genes assembled in compacted structures that depended on cPRC1 and on interactions solely between PRC1 bound regions. By contrast, ncPRC1 and H2A ubiquitylation were neither necessary nor sufficient to domain formation. PRC1 domains encompassed entire or multiple genes and surpassed in size those formed by PRC1 mediated nucleosome compaction in vitro. For example, PRC1 domains spanned sizes, ranging from 140 (HoxA) to 20 kb (Pax6), although these are considerably smaller than those that were formed by TADs, straddling several hundreds of Kb to 1-2 Mb in size. Activation of PRC1 target genes during neural cell-fate specification triggered de-compaction of PRC1 bound domains and stimulated interactions within mapped TAD domains. This finding could indicate a potential co-regulation of TAD's long-range interactions via PRC1. Collectively, PcG proteins regulate chromatin configuration at different scales in neural gene expression. At the linear chromatin, PcG proteins map to bivalently marked domains that poise target genes for rapid, switch-like, induction in response to differentiation signals. Additionally, PRC1 assembles (neuro-) developmental genes, and their poised enhancers in a silenced, though preactivated, 3D network, whose disassembly initiates early differentiation. In this respect, PRC1 bodies may act as chromatin hubs with distinct structural features that maintain the repression or activation of early (neuro-) developmental genes.
Polycomb Group Complexes in Neural Progenitor Cells
As early as 2007, Mikkelsen et al. [62] observed that some 8% of the bivalent domains from mouse ESCs subsisted following neural differentiation. Moreover, Mohn et al. [14] noted that ≈675 bivalent domains that were resolved during the progression of pluripotent mouse ESCs to RGC-like neural progenitors, whereas, ≈575 bivalent domains emerged anew. Following terminal differentiation into glutamatergic pyramidal neurons, ≈1000 bivalent domains were resolved concomitantly to the formation of ≈340 new bivalent domains. These patterns suggest that bivalent Polycomb proteins also block the activational effects from contacts between poised enhancers (light orange box) and the associated promoters on transcription of target genes (examples 1 and 2). By contrast, poised enhancers (light green box) strongly activate associated promoters (dark green box) outside PcG bodies and confer potent transcription to a target gene (example 3); (B) The PRC1 promoter interactome disintegrates in mouse ESCs deficient in RING1A and 1B (RING1A/B). This enables promoters and associated enhancers to transit from a poised to an active state (examples 1 and 2); (C) Model for the activation of PcG target genes during neural induction of mESCs. Selected genes are thought to be let off from the PRC1 interactome followed by transcriptional activation (example 2). Conversely, genes with a role in pluripotency may be incorporated into the PRC1 interactome upon transcriptional deactivation (example 3). Lastly, some genes (example 1) reside already in PcG bodies and stay unaffected by neural induction.
Collectively, PcG proteins regulate chromatin configuration at different scales in neural gene expression. At the linear chromatin, PcG proteins map to bivalently marked domains that poise target genes for rapid, switch-like, induction in response to differentiation signals. Additionally, PRC1 assembles (neuro-) developmental genes, and their poised enhancers in a silenced, though preactivated, 3D network, whose disassembly initiates early differentiation. In this respect, PRC1 bodies may act as chromatin hubs with distinct structural features that maintain the repression or activation of early (neuro-) developmental genes.
As early as 2007, Mikkelsen et al. [62] observed that some 8% of the bivalent domains from mouse ESCs subsisted following neural differentiation. Moreover, Mohn et al. [14] noted that ≈675 bivalent domains that were resolved during the progression of pluripotent mouse ESCs to RGC-like neural progenitors, whereas, ≈575 bivalent domains emerged anew. Following terminal differentiation into glutamatergic pyramidal neurons, ≈1000 bivalent domains were resolved concomitantly to the formation of ≈340 new bivalent domains. These patterns suggest that bivalent domains form and resolve dynamically during successive neurodevelopmental stages to regulate diverse sets of target genes.
Moving beyond the linear chromatin landscape, most recently Cruz-Molina et al. [12] showed that PRC2 mediated contacts with poised enhancers (see Section 4.1) and promoters in ESCs established a permissive environment that preconditioned the induction of major anterior neural genes (e.g., Lhx5, Six3, Sox1, Wnt8b, Sox21) in NPCs. Genome-wide mapping of EP300 and H3K27me3 detected ≈1000 poised enhancers that were enriched in genes that were necessary for the development of the anterior neural tube. Furthermore, these enhancers aligned preferentially with active enhancers (H3K27ac) from the embryonic forebrain. About ≈20% of the poised enhancers acquired H3K27ac following directed differentiation of mouse ESCs into anterior neural progenitors and almost all of these associated with genes that were regulating early brain development. Interestingly, poised enhancers physically contacted their target promoters already in the silenced state in ESCs as evidenced by 4C-seq (high resolution circularized chromosome conformation capture sequencing) preceding their subsequent activation in anterior NPCs ( Figure 4A ). To assess the functional relevance of poised enhancers, a selected subset was deleted by the CRISPR/Cas9 technique in mouse ESCs. This experiment showed that poised enhancers were not required for maintaining the inactive state of target genes in ESCs, arguing against a role as silencers. By contrast, following neural differentiation, the induction of genes devoid of poised enhancers was severely reduced. This result shows that poised enhancers are necessary for the induction of major anterior neural genes. domains form and resolve dynamically during successive neurodevelopmental stages to regulate diverse sets of target genes. Moving beyond the linear chromatin landscape, most recently Cruz-Molina et al. [12] showed that PRC2 mediated contacts with poised enhancers (see Section 4.1) and promoters in ESCs established a permissive environment that preconditioned the induction of major anterior neural genes (e.g., Lhx5, Six3, Sox1, Wnt8b, Sox21) in NPCs. Genome-wide mapping of EP300 and H3K27me3 detected ≈1000 poised enhancers that were enriched in genes that were necessary for the development of the anterior neural tube. Furthermore, these enhancers aligned preferentially with active enhancers (H3K27ac) from the embryonic forebrain. About ≈20% of the poised enhancers acquired H3K27ac following directed differentiation of mouse ESCs into anterior neural progenitors and almost all of these associated with genes that were regulating early brain development. Interestingly, poised enhancers physically contacted their target promoters already in the silenced state in ESCs as evidenced by 4C-seq (high resolution circularized chromosome conformation capture sequencing) preceding their subsequent activation in anterior NPCs ( Figure 4A ). To assess the functional relevance of poised enhancers, a selected subset was deleted by the CRISPR/Cas9 technique in mouse ESCs. This experiment showed that poised enhancers were not required for maintaining the inactive state of target genes in ESCs, arguing against a role as silencers. By contrast, following neural differentiation, the induction of genes devoid of poised enhancers was severely reduced. This result shows that poised enhancers are necessary for the induction of major anterior neural genes.
As evidenced by 4C-seq experiments, a knockout of the core subunits Suz12 and Eed disrupted enhancer-promoter contacts and supported a role of PRC2 in their mediation ( Figure 4B ). By contrast, other structural proteins that were involved in chromatin looping (e.g., CTCF, cohesin, and Mediator) were undetectable at the base of the contacting loops. Following differentiation of Suz12/Eed knockout cells into anterior NPCs, poised enhancers did not acquire H3K27ac even though they lacked H3K27me3 from the very beginning ( Figure 4B ). As evidenced by 4C-seq experiments, a knockout of the core subunits Suz12 and Eed disrupted enhancer-promoter contacts and supported a role of PRC2 in their mediation ( Figure 4B ). By contrast, other structural proteins that were involved in chromatin looping (e.g., CTCF, cohesin, and Mediator) were undetectable at the base of the contacting loops. Following differentiation of Suz12/Eed knockout cells into anterior NPCs, poised enhancers did not acquire H3K27ac even though they lacked H3K27me3 from the very beginning ( Figure 4B ).
Taken together, PcG proteins are recurrently recruited to neural genes to guide dynamic transitions in gene regulation from ESCs to NPCs to neurons. Beyond the prevention of premature activation of early developmental regulators, PRC2 presets also future activation of major anterior neural genes. PRC2 mediated contacts with poised enhancers, and their associated promoters can establish a permissive regulatory topology that enables pluripotent cells to timely respond to neural differentiation signals.
Polycomb Group Complexes in Differentiating Neural Cell Types
The histone methyltransferase Ezh2 is highly expressed in neural progenitors, but rapidly declines as cortical neurons differentiate [80] . Conditional deletion of Ezh2 from E9.5, the onset of the neurogenic period in mice, caused a persistent loss of H3K27me3 accompanied by a substantial upregulation of gene expression. Functionally, loss of Ezh2 accelerated neurogenesis and neuronal differentiation. This event cumulated in an exhaustion of apical and basal progenitor cells and, consequently, a thinned cortex [80] . Beyond neurogenic progenitors, loss of Ezh2 affected also glial lineages and resulted in a strongly advanced production of mature astrocytes in the E16 ventricular zone. Even though Ezh2 deficiency constricted the neurogenic period for progenitor cells and their neuronal production, the temporal order of the developmental fate switch remained largely intact.
Beyond neural progenitors, PcG complexes also regulate the switch from neurogenesis to astrogliogenesis [81] . Knockout of the Ring1B, Ezh2, or Eed genes at later stages of cortical development (E13.5) prolonged the neurogenic phase of NPCs at the cost of a postponed, rather than advanced, astrogliogenesis. Neurogenin 1 (Ngn1) and Ngn2, which are two basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) TFs, are expressed solely during the neurogenic, but not in the astrocytic, phase of neocortical development and appear critical to phase transition in NPCs [82] . In support of this hypothesis, PcG proteins are recruited to the promoters of Ngn1 and Ngn2 as corticogenesis proceeds and maintain their repressed state [81] . Ngn1 inhibits the astrocytic differentiation of NPCs in part by sequestration of the p300/CBP-Smad1 complex from STAT3 (signal transducer and activator of transcription), which promotes astrogenesis [83] . In brief, PcG protein mediated silencing of Ngn1 turns off the neurogenic phase and primes the neurogenic-to-astrogenic fate switch.
Polycomb's role in developmental fate switches extends further to later cortical gliogenesis when oligodendrogenesis displaces the production of astrocytes. In the ventral telencephalon, neural progenitors can generate gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic neurons and oligodendrocytes through incompletely understood mechanisms. Petryniak et al. [84] showed that distal-less homeobox transcription factors (Dlx) were necessary for GABA-ergic interneuron production and the repression of oligodendrocyte precursor cell (OPC) formation by acting on a common progenitor to define neuronal versus oligodendroglial cell fate acquisition. In the embryonic cortex, the loss of Ring1B de-repressed Dlx2 [81] and promoted neurogenesis. This finding indicates that the repression of neurogenic Dlx1/2 activity was necessary for the developmental fate switch to oligodendrogenesis.
Collectively, PcG complexes play a critical role during successive cortical fate switches by restraining the neurogenic, gliogenic, and astrogenic competence of neuronal progenitors.
The ability of PcG proteins to mediate 3D interactions (see Section 4.2) could also apply to differentiated neural cells. Indeed, Kondo et al. [13] showed that PcG proteins regulate the mouse homeobox gene Meis2 in the embryonic midbrain and forebrain by mediating an interaction with its promoter and a tissue specific enhancer. In the preactivational state, Ring1B established contacts with the Meis2 promoter and a putative silencer region downstream of the poly-A site ( Figure 5A ). By contrast, late transcriptional activation in the embryonic midbrain was associated with promoter-enhancer interactions and the gradual dissociation of Ring1B from the promoter ( Figure 5B,C) . Progression from the repressive to the activated state is associated with a transient Ring1B dependent tripartite interaction among promoter, enhancer, and silencer in vivo ( Figure 5B) . Conversely, knock out of Ring1A or Ring1B prevented this tripartite interaction ( Figure 5D) , and led to a downregulation of Meis2 expression in the midbrain and forebrain, in which it is usually expressed. Concurrently, Meis2 expression was induced in many tissues in which it is usually not expressed Hence, PcG proteins were necessary for the formation of Meis2 enhancer-promoter interactions and subsequent transcriptional activation.
Epigenomes 2017, 1, 21 11 of 22 tripartite interaction among promoter, enhancer, and silencer in vivo ( Figure 5B ). Conversely, knock out of Ring1A or Ring1B prevented this tripartite interaction ( Figure 5D) , and led to a downregulation of Meis2 expression in the midbrain and forebrain, in which it is usually expressed. Concurrently, Meis2 expression was induced in many tissues in which it is usually not expressed Hence, PcG proteins were necessary for the formation of Meis2 enhancer-promoter interactions and subsequent transcriptional activation. Collectively, PcG proteins control tissue-specifically both Meis2 activation and repression by mediating Ring1B dependent dynamic promoter-enhancer interactions during neurodevelopment. Furthermore, Ring1B and/or associated PcG proteins may provide via their binding to selected silencers a platform for future (tissue-) specific enhancer associations. Since previous reports suggested that promoter-enhancer contacts are largely stable during development and precede gene activation [85, 86] , those promoter-enhancer interactions may be independent of PcG proteins in some cells or developmental stages.
Polycomb Group Complexes in Adult NSCs
Subventricular NSCs resemble RGCs and show a sustained expression of Ezh2 [87] , pointing to additional tasks. In support of this view, Ezh2 sustains self-renewal of subventricular NSCs by direct repression of the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor (CDKI) 2a (hereafter Ink4a/Arf), which generates through the use of shared coding regions and alternative reading frames the two major proteins p16 ink4a and p19 arf . Mechanistically, p16 ink4a induces G1 cell cycle arrest by inhibiting the phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma protein through the cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK) 4 and 6. Moreover, the expression of Ezh2 in type C and A cells suggests an additional role in lineage specification. Consistent with this hypothesis, Ezh2 enhanced the neurogenic competence of adult subventricular NSCs by the direct repression of Olig2 (encoding oligodendrocyte lineage . This interaction maintains Meis2 in a repressed, though preactivated, state; (B) During early embryonic midbrain development, a tissue-specific Meis2 enhancer (light green box) is recruited to the promoter-silencer complex to establish a tripartite repressive interaction. Ring1B and/or associated PcG proteins may directly assemble the tissue-specific Meis2 enhancer or serve as a platform for unknown bridging factors; (C) At later stages of embryonic midbrain development, the tissue-specific silencer disengages together with Ring1B from this tripartite complex and leaves back a transcriptionally active promoter-enhancer complex (light and dark green box, respectively); (D) A Ring1B knockout (KO) prevents formation of the promoter-silencer-Ring1B protein complex in mouse ESCs. Later on, the tissue-specific enhancer is not recruited (crossed out arrow) to the Meis2 promoter during embryonic midbrain development and Meis2 is not expressed.
Collectively, PcG proteins control tissue-specifically both Meis2 activation and repression by mediating Ring1B dependent dynamic promoter-enhancer interactions during neurodevelopment. Furthermore, Ring1B and/or associated PcG proteins may provide via their binding to selected silencers a platform for future (tissue-) specific enhancer associations. Since previous reports suggested that promoter-enhancer contacts are largely stable during development and precede gene activation [85, 86] , those promoter-enhancer interactions may be independent of PcG proteins in some cells or developmental stages.
Subventricular NSCs resemble RGCs and show a sustained expression of Ezh2 [87] , pointing to additional tasks. In support of this view, Ezh2 sustains self-renewal of subventricular NSCs by direct repression of the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor (CDKI) 2a (hereafter Ink4a/Arf), which generates through the use of shared coding regions and alternative reading frames the two major proteins p16 ink4a and p19 arf . Mechanistically, p16 ink4a induces G1 cell cycle arrest by inhibiting the phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma protein through the cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK) 4 and 6. Moreover, the expression of Ezh2 in type C and A cells suggests an additional role in lineage specification. Consistent with this hypothesis, Ezh2 enhanced the neurogenic competence of adult subventricular NSCs by the direct repression of Olig2 (encoding oligodendrocyte lineage transcription factor, a bHLH protein). At the same time, Ezh2 prevented the aberrant activation of many homeodomain containing transcriptional regulators specifying non-SVZ neuronal subtypes [87] .
To address a potential role for PcG mediated ubiquitination in NSCs, Román-Trufero et al. [88] inactivated Ring1B in embryonic NSCs from the olfactory bulb. This led to an impaired neural stem/progenitor cell proliferation, with single cells showing a premature neuronal differentiation in vitro; an effect that was further enhanced by the simultaneous deletion of Ring1A. Gene expression profiling on Ring1B knockout cells showed an upregulation of neuronal differentiation-related TFs, particularly of Neurod1, a potential direct Ring1B target, concomitantly to downregulation of the Notch signaling pathway, a known inhibitor of neuronal differentiation. Furthermore, the loss of Ring1B resulted in a substantial induction of the CDKI p21 cip1 in the absence of direct promoter binding.
In addition to the enzymatic core subunits, BMI1 (leukemia viral homolog), a component of cPRC1 ( Figure 1B) , likewise affects adult NSC proliferation and self-renewal. Bmi1 knockout mice died by early adulthood with signs of hematopoietic failure and neurological abnormalities [89] . Although they showed initially normal proliferation and differentiation of NSCs from the central and peripheral nervous system [90] , the rate of proliferation in the SVZ was reduced by postnatal day 30. Moreover, cerebellar development was impaired, partly because Bmi1 was required for the proliferation of granule precursor cells [91] . Consistent with Bmi1's role in the repression of the Ink4a-Arf locus [92, 93] , the deletion of Ink4a-Arf partially reversed the self-renewal defect in Bmi1 deficient NSCs [90] . In general, Arf is repressed by Bmi1 in lymphoid cells, NSCs, and NPCs, while Ink4a is preferentially repressed by Bmi1 in NSCs [94] . These results indicate cell type-specific roles for Ink4a and Arf in Bmi1 dependent cell proliferation.
Moreover, Bmi1 prevents p21 cip1 upregulation via the forebrain specific TF Foxg1 [95] , which is expressed in forebrain progenitor cells throughout development and into adulthood. An acute knock down of Foxg1 in embryonic cortical cells caused de-repression of p21 cip1 and led to the depletion of the stem/progenitor pool concomitant to neural differentiation [96] . By contrast, the overexpression of Bmi1 in adult SVZ cells prolonged the production of neurons, even beyond one month, while neuropotency rapidly declined under the control condition. Sustained NSC multipotency and self-renewal associated with an early and lasting increase in Foxg1. In support of this finding, the depletion of Foxg1 blocked the Bmi1 mediated an increase in NSC self-renewal [95] .
Taken together, PcG's catalytic and accessory subunits critically regulate adult NSC proliferation, self-renewal, and differentiation through distinct cell cycle inhibitors, TFs, and signaling pathways during distinct neurodevelopmental stages.
Polycomb Group Complexes in Fate Restricted Neuronal Precursors and Differentiating Neurons
During mammalian brain development, some neural precursor populations travel from their birth place to their final destination by radial or tangential migration.
The precerebellar pontine nuclei (PNs) transmit cortical motor and sensory information to the cerebellum. Neural progenitor compartments of the developing hindbrain are rostrocaudally segregated in rhombomeres (r1 to r8), which are defined by nested Hox gene expression [97] . PN neurons originate from lower rhombic lip progenitors (r6 to r8) that migrate via a long-distance caudorostral tangential path to settle beside the ventral midline. A role of PcG proteins in this process has been recently reported by Di Meglio et al. [98] . Ezh2 repressed Netrin1, a guidance cue in the dorsal hindbrain by counteracting the sonic hedgehog pathway, and thus curtailed pontine neuron migration. By contrast, ectopic Netrin1 expression in Ezh2 knockout mice resulted in abnormal migration and supernumerary nuclei integrating in brain circuitry. Moreover, Ezh2 retained throughout migration intrinsic topographic organization of pontine nuclei, according to rostrocaudal progenitor origin and correlated with patterned cortical input. Thereby Ezh2 sustained spatially restricted Hox gene expression and differential expression of Unc5b (i.e., a member of the family of netrin-1 receptors thought to mediate chemorepulsive effects) in migrating neurons. Consequently, subsets of migratory neurons responded differentially to the developmental guidance cue Netrin1.
A role for PcG proteins in neuronal differentiation is further suggested by the inactivation of Kdm6b (Jumonji Domain Containing Protein 3, which demethylates specifically trimethylation of histone 3 on lysine 27) [99] . Loss of Kdm6b resulted in perinatal lethality due to the complete and selective disruption of the neuronal pre-Bötzinger complex (PBC), the pacemaker of the respiratory rhythm generator. Although electrophysiological and immunohistochemical studies on Kdm6b knockout embryos showed that early stages of PBC development proceeded normally, additional expression profiling and ChIP experiments revealed that PBC specific genes were selectively targeted by Kdm6b during the acquisition of glutamatergic neuronal fate.
In sum, these findings suggest that Ezh1 or 2 associates with diverse functions in neurodevelopment ranging from tangential migration of differentiating hindbrain neurons to late structuring and function of respiratory neuronal networks.
Polycomb Group Complexes in Mature Neurons and Neurodegenerative Disease
Recent findings [100] suggest to PcG proteins an additional role in neuronal maturation. CDYL (chromodomain on Y-like protein), which is a component of the repressor complex CtBP1 (C-terminal-binding protein 1) [101] , recognizes histone lysine methylation, including H3K27me3, through its chromodomain [102] , and recruits subsequently PRC2 [103] . Qi and coworkers [100] showed through a series of gain-and loss-of-function experiments that CDYL was a negative regulator of dendrite morphogenesis in rat/mouse hippocampal neurons both in vitro and in vivo, and repressed a number of genes that were relevant to synaptic transmission, signaling, and neuronal differentiation. For example, CDYL repressed Bdnf (brain derived neurotrophic factor, a key regulator of dendrite development) by directly interacting with Ezh2 and recruiting it to the promoter. By contrast, the onset of neuronal activity in maturating neurons rapidly degraded CDYL through the proteasome and caused de-repression of Bdnf triggering in turn dendrite growth.
Collectively, this study links dynamic changes in neuronal activity to the availability of CDYL, its interaction with Ezh2, and dendrite morphogenesis during neuronal maturation.
Expression of the PCR2 subunits Ezh1, Ezh2, Suz12, and Jarid2b, persists in adult neurons, and points to a role in gene regulation even after completion of neuronal differentiation [104] . Likewise, the H3K27me3 specific demethylases Kdm6b and Utx (ubiquitously transcribed tetratricopeptide repeat, X alias Kdm6a) continue to be expressed in adult neurons. The activity of H3K27me3 specific demethylases is regulated by intracellular levels of α-ketoglutarate that fluctuate in response to neuronal activation [105] . Additionally, neuronal activation can directly phosphorylate histone H3 at Ser28 (H3S28p), leading to the displacement of PRC2 [106] .
To obtain more direct evidence for PRC2's function in adult neurons, von Schimmelmann et al. [104] investigated mice with null mutations in Ezh1 and 2 in medium spiny neurons (MSNs, a highly specialized population of striatal cells) and cerebellar Purkinje cells. Both cell types fulfil an important role in motor control and are commonly affected in various neurodegenerative diseases. Particularly, MSCs are the major projecting neurons in the basal ganglia that coordinate motor behaviors, habit and reward learning, and cognition. Although Ezh2 is largely replaced by Ezh1 during neuronal development and maturation, neither knock-out alone changed overall H3K27me3 levels. By contrast, a combined knockout resulted in a loss of H3K27me3 in MSNs around six weeks of age, approximately three-four weeks after inactivation. This delayed effect made developmental effects on mature MSN function rather unlikely. ChIP-sequencing of highly-purified, ex vivo-isolated MSNs nuclei from adult wild-type mice detected over 2000 silenced potential PRC2 target genes that were strongly enriched in H3K27me3 at their TSS. Interestingly, 835 of these genes featured also the activating mark H3K4me3, as evidenced by sequential ChIP-sequencing and matched the criterion of chromatin bivalency. Of note, about two-third of the bivalent domains in MSNs were identical to those from ESC, while one-third was specific to MSNs. Furthermore, bivalent domains were enriched in genes encoding transcriptional regulators thought to impact on non-MSNs and non-neuronal cells ( Figure 6A ). This unexpected result raised the possibility that terminal differentiated neurons are more plastic than commonly thought. However, the majority of putative PRC2 target genes was unaffected by Ezh1and 2 deficiency and only a selected subset (<200)-half of which carried the bivalent mark-were progressively upregulated in MSNs. These responders encoded predominantly TFs that were normally expressed during development, particularly, Hox genes that are switched off during early MSN development or non-MSN and non-neuronal cell lineage expressed genes together with several cell death promoting genes ( Figure 6B ). About one-quarter of these transcriptional regulators belonged to self-regulatory transcriptional networks that could underpin their robust up-regulation in the absence of Ezh1 and 2 [104] . Surprisingly though, this up-regulation failed in inducing neuronal programs that were unrelated to MSNs. Instead, it repressed in a cell-intrinsic manner highly expressed genes specific to MSNs consisting of neurotransmitter receptors, signaling proteins, and TFs ( Figure 6B ). Since MSN specific genes featured H3K4me3 in the absence of H3K27me3, their de-regulation appeared to result primarily from de-repression of PRC2 target genes. Although the downregulation of MSN specific genes was only partial with 38 out of 502 such genes, Ezh1 and 2 deficient mice manifested with a progressive and severe neurodegeneration of MSNs. Molecular, cellular, and behavioral analyses suggested that the underlying neuropathology closely resembled the one from mouse models of Huntington disease (HD): enhanced MSN intrinsic excitability together with increased input resistance, enhanced presence of γH2ax (a DNA damage histone mark), dark degenerating neurons, brain atrophy, and striatal neuronal loss. Importantly, the relevance of this data was supported in Purkinje cell-specific Ezh1 and 2 knock-out mice, in which ectopic TFs and cell-death promoting genes were similarly induced concomitantly to the downregulation of cell type specific genes. bivalent mark-were progressively upregulated in MSNs. These responders encoded predominantly TFs that were normally expressed during development, particularly, Hox genes that are switched off during early MSN development or non-MSN and non-neuronal cell lineage expressed genes together with several cell death promoting genes ( Figure 6B ). About one-quarter of these transcriptional regulators belonged to self-regulatory transcriptional networks that could underpin their robust upregulation in the absence of Ezh1 and 2 [104] . Surprisingly though, this up-regulation failed in inducing neuronal programs that were unrelated to MSNs. Instead, it repressed in a cell-intrinsic manner highly expressed genes specific to MSNs consisting of neurotransmitter receptors, signaling proteins, and TFs ( Figure 6B ). Since MSN specific genes featured H3K4me3 in the absence of H3K27me3, their de-regulation appeared to result primarily from de-repression of PRC2 target genes. Although the downregulation of MSN specific genes was only partial with 38 out of 502 such genes, Ezh1 and 2 deficient mice manifested with a progressive and severe neurodegeneration of MSNs. Molecular, cellular, and behavioral analyses suggested that the underlying neuropathology closely resembled the one from mouse models of Huntington disease (HD): enhanced MSN intrinsic excitability together with increased input resistance, enhanced presence of γH2ax (a DNA damage histone mark), dark degenerating neurons, brain atrophy, and striatal neuronal loss. Importantly, the relevance of this data was supported in Purkinje cell-specific Ezh1 and 2 knock-out mice, in which ectopic TFs and cell-death promoting genes were similarly induced concomitantly to the downregulation of cell type specific genes. Taken together, Ezh1 and 2 jointly safeguard bivalent domains in mature neurons, and prevent the switch-on of transcriptional circuits that repress progressively cell-type specific genes. Conversely, loss of cell type specific gene expression patterns triggers severe neurodegeneration. Taken together, Ezh1 and 2 jointly safeguard bivalent domains in mature neurons, and prevent the switch-on of transcriptional circuits that repress progressively cell-type specific genes. Conversely, loss of cell type specific gene expression patterns triggers severe neurodegeneration.
A role of PcG proteins in maintaining mature neuron function is further supported by the findings from human neurodegenerative diseases. For example, symptoms from a genetic defect in ATM (ataxia-telangiectasia mutated gene,) encoding a member of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase family include progressive neurodegeneration concomitant with an increase in H3K27me3 [107] . Functionally, this kinase was found to phosphorylate EZH2 on Ser734, leading to its enhanced degradation. In agreement with this finding, lentiviral mediated knockdown of Ezh2 rescued Purkinje cell degeneration and behavioral abnormalities in Atm deficient mice [107] . Furthermore, in a mouse model of Parkinson disease, acute administration of the dopamine precursor L-DOPA induced a robust increase in H3K27me3S28 phosphorylation that is specific to MSNs [108] . Genome-wide ChIP experiments showed that the induction of H3K27me3S28p was followed by reduced PcG protein binding to a subset of target genes, and resulted in their derepression. Lastly, several recent reports implicate altered PRC2 function in HD [109, 110] . Huntingtin protein can directly interact with PRC2 and stimulate its catalytic activity, leading to increased H3K27me3 marking at mice Hox genes [110] . By contrast, expression of mutated Huntingtin protein in mouse ESCs or NPCs distorts genome-wide patterns of H3K27me3 together with a reduced presence of H3K4me3 at active loci [111] . The potential link between PRC2 and H3K4me3 is further supported by a significant depletion of H3K4me3 in HD-enriched peaks from ChIP-sequencing of neuronal chromatin from prefrontal cortices [109] and the upregulation of some inflammatory and developmental PRC2 target genes, particularly of certain Hox genes, in HD brains [112, 113] .
Taken together, PRC2 is necessary to maintain adult neuronal specification, function, and survival by the repression of bivalently marked genes controlling cell death and auto-or coregulatory networks. Conversely, derepression of these networks induces progressive neuronal degeneration. In support of this view, PRC2 function appears compromised through specific mechanisms in different neurodegenerative disorders.
Concluding Remarks
PcG proteins participate in dynamic changes in gene expression in the developing brain that underpin robust transitions from multipotency to cell lineage to cell fate decisions. Furthermore, PcG proteins contribute to cell differentiation and maturation, and finally, the prevention of neurodegeneration. These transitions frequently comprise switch-like, rather than graded, changes in the expression state of selected bivalently marked genes. Bivalency is characterized by a built-in state of balanced inhibition enabling rapid "On-Off" decisions once the balance is tilted in response to differentiation cues. During neurodevelopment, chromatin bivalency evolves and resolves recurrently across distinct stages that are extending from ESCs to postmitotic neurons that are compatible with a general regulatory principle.
Although bivalent domains are common during neurodevelopment and in the mature brain, switch-like transitions in gene expression states are reserved to selected genes and associate with different, partly gene-and/or stage specific, mechanisms. PcG proteins can bind to different kinds of regulatory regions, such as promoters or enhancers, and/or mediate the interactions between distantly separated genomic regions to regulate chromatin conformation at different scales. In ESCs, PcG proteins maintain bivalent chromatin domains that poise target genes for rapid, switch-like, induction in response to neural differentiation [23, 62] . Additionally, PcG proteins mediate interactions with neurodevelopmental genes and their poised enhancers that maintain a silenced, albeit preactivated, state whose dissolution induces rapid neural differentiation of ESCs [74] . Thereby, PcG dependent interactions may form 3D chromatin hubs that coordinate repression and the activation of early (neuro-) developmental regulators ( Figure 3) . Beyond preventing precocious activation of early neural genes, PcG proteins can also preset future activation of major anterior neural genes once the differentiation signal has been received [12] . In this scenario, PcG proteins endow poised enhancers with a permissive regulatory topology that enables pluripotent cells to respond effectively to neural induction signals (Figure 4 ). Through this mechanism, PcG proteins may constitute an important component of the classical "neural default" model [114] , which posits that epiblast cells in vivo and ESCs in vitro are fated by default (i.e., in the absence of extrinsic signals) toward the neural lineage. Interestingly, the resulting neural progenitors exhibit initially marked anterior features (i.e., forebrain). The preferential association of poised enhancers with major regulators of anterior neural identity and the essential role of poised enhancers during the induction of these genes indicates that poised enhancers are an important molecular element of this model. Lastly, PcG proteins also control in vivo tissue-specifically activation and the repression of a midbrain TF [13] through the coordination of tripartite promoter-silencer-enhancer interactions during embryonic development ( Figure 5) .
Conclusively, PcG complexes regulate neurodevelopmental gene expression through local chromatin conformation and through 3D long-range interaction between regulatory elements. On a temporal scale, PcG dependent linear chromatin modifications mediate immediate "On-Off" switches in gene expression. By contrast, PcG dependent 3D chromatin hubs may also preset future "On-Off" decisions. Hence, PcG dependent gene regulation provides spatial and temporal control of gene expression during neurodevelopment.
Beyond early cell-lineage decisions, PcG proteins are also critical regulatory determinants in developmental fate switches by restraining the neurogenic, gliogenic, and astrogenic competence of NPCs in the developing cortex. A more limited role applies to PcG proteins in adult NSCs from the SVZ and SGZ, in which they regulate proliferation, self-renewal, and differentiation through distinct cell cycle inhibitors, TFs, and signaling pathways.
In addition to cell-lineage and cell-fate decisions, PcG proteins contribute to neuronal differentiation and maturation, including tangential migration of hindbrain neurons [98] , dendrite morphogenesis of hippocampal neurons [101] , and late structuring and function of respiratory neuronal networks [99] . Remarkably, PcG proteins safeguard bivalent domains also in mature neurons and prevent the switch-on of self-reinforcing transcriptional circuits that repress cell-type specific genes. De-repression of these networks in the absence of PCR2's catalytic subunits triggers in turn the progressive neurodegeneration of MSN and Purkinje cells [104] (Figure 6 ). By contrast to chromatin bivalency in ESC and NPCs, PcG binding in adult MSNs does not position target genes for rapid switch-like expression, but maintains constitutive silencing in order to prevent neurodegeneration. Consistent with this possibility, human neurodegenerative diseases show specific changes in PRC2 activity together with alterations in H3K27me3 levels and distribution.
Overall, the multiplicity of PcG functions in the nervous system is readily apparent and extends from self-renewal and cell lineage decisions to the timing of cell fate switches and differentiation, and finally, the prevention of neurodegeneration. Further insight into these manifold functions of PcG proteins will benefit our understanding of neuropathological alterations in various progressive neurodegenerative diseases and eventually pave the way to new therapies. Hopefully, these may also include targeted manipulations to improve the efficiency of NPC differentiation in therapeutically relevant cell types and thus advance cell replacement in neurodegenerative diseases.
